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TOPIC:

TOURIST ATTRACTIONS

CONTENT:

FAMOUS WORLD ICONS AND ATTRACTIONS

(EC 2020)

NOV 2014
QUESTION 4
4.1

Refer to the icons below and answer the questions that follow.
A

B

[Source: en.wikipedia.org]

4.1.1

4.1.2

Kelly and Mavis recently graduated in architecture. They are keen to
visit icon A and icon B.
(a)

Identify icon A and icon B.

(2)

(b)

Name the cities where icon A and icon B are located.

(2)

Describe ONE architectural feature of icon A and ONE architectural
feature of icon B.
(2 x 2)
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NOV 2015 NSC
QUESTION 4
4.1

Refer to the icons below and answer the questions that follow.
VISITS TO RELIGIOUS SITES
A specialised niche market exists for religious tourists
A. The Wailing Wall
B. Mecca

[Source: www.travelimages.com]

[Source: www.alzahracentre.org]

C. Vatican City

[Source: www.vatican.fm]

Copy the table below into the ANSWER BOOK and complete it as indicated.
Example:

Icon

Country

City

X

Brazil

Rio de
Janeiro

Icon
4.1.1
4.1.2
4.1.3

Country

City

A
B
C

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)

ONE reason why it is
regarded as a religious icon
Statue of Christ that has
religious significance for
Christians
ONE reason why it is
regarded as a religious icon
(4)
(4)
(4)
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4.2

(EC 2020)

Study the map of Australia below and answer the questions that follow.

4.2.1

Refer to the map and identify icons A and B.

(4)

4.2.2

Refer to the visitor statistics on the map and give ONE reason why
the monolith rock receives fewer tourists than the other icon.

(2)

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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QUESTION 4
4.1

Study the information below and answer the questions that follow.
Two contestants from South Africa are participating in the 2016 waterthemed Awesome Race. The pictures and map below show international
icons and attractions the contestants will visit during the race.

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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4.1.1

4.1.2

(EC 2020)

Give the contestants the following information before the start of the
race:
(a)

The continent from where they will depart

(2)

(b)

The name of the icons/attractions at A and C

(4)

(c)

ONE water-based activity the contestants will participate in at
attraction B

(2)

The film crew of the Awesome Race will follow the contestants to film
the Asian leg of the race.
Write a paragraph discussing THREE ways in which the filming of
the Awesome Race will impact positively on Thailand as a tourist
destination.

4.2

(6)

Compare the two extracts on historical icons below taken from a travel
website and answer the questions that follow.

4.2.1

4.2.2

4.2.3

Name ONE similarity between the two icons in terms of their
location.

(2)

Refer to the description of the Parthenon and state TWO ways in
which human activities have led to the destruction of this icon.

(4)

Suggest ONE measure to reduce the impact of four million visitors
per year to the Colosseum.

(2)

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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NOV 2017 NSC
QUESTION 4
4.1

Study the map below that shows a world tour to famous icons and answer
the questions that follow.
Two tourists are going on a world tour and will visit some of the most
famous icons.
Match the icons (A–H) with the countries (4.1.1–4.1.8). Write only the
question number (4.1.1–4.1.8), the letter of the icon (A–H) and the country
where it is located in the ANSWER BOOK, for example 4.1.9 J South
Africa.

(16)

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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(EC 2020)

NOV 2018 NSC
QUESTION 4
4.1

Study the information below and answer the questions that follow.
Mr Bean is on a treasure hunt to find the icons and attractions in London.
Help him to find his way to the icons and attractions in London using the
treasure map below.

4.1.1

Give the name of the country where the treasure hunt takes place.

(1)

4.1.2

Mr Bean is using public transport for the treasure hunt. Identify, on
the map, the mode of public transport he can use.

(2)

Identify the THREE international icons (1, 2 and 3) that Mr Bean
needs to find during the treasure hunt.

(3)

4.1.3

4.1.4

4.1.5

(a)

Identify the military activity 4 that Mr Bean will watch when
visiting icon 3.

(2)

(b)

Describe the military activity in QUESTION 4.1.4(a).

(2)

(c)

State what icon 3 is mainly used for.

(2)

Mr Bean's final clue is to locate the Crown Jewels.
Name the icon where he will find this treasure.

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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FEB-MARCH 2015 NSC
QUESTION 4
4.1

Study the photographs of the TWO different types of tourists and the
attractions/icons below.
4.1.1

Choose an attraction from COLUMN B that matches the type of
tourist in COLUMN A. Write only the number (1–3) next to the
question number (A and B) in the ANSWER BOOK, for example C
4.

(2)
4.1.2

Give ONE reason for EACH of your choices in QUESTION 4.1.1.
(2 x 2)

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)

(4)
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(EC 2020)

FEB-MARCH 2016 NSC
QUESTION 4
4.1

Study the information in the table below and answer the questions that
follow.

4.1.1

Identify the countries where towers A and B are located.

4.1.2

(a)

Referring to the above picture, identify the most unusual
structural feature of tower A.

(2)

Suggest ONE environmental aspect that has led to this
unusual feature.

(2)

Give ONE reason why tourists would pay to use the lifts to go up
tower B.

(2)

Explain ONE way in which tower B makes provision for physically
challenged tourists.

(2)

Name tower C.

(2)

(b)

4.1.3

4.1.4

4.1.5

(2)

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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Refer to the icons below and answer the questions that follow.

4.4.1

4.4.2

(a)

Identify icon A.

(1)

(b)

Give ONE fact on the history of icon B.

(2)

(c)

Identify icon C.

(1)

(d)

Give ONE fact on the history of icon C.

(2)

(e)

Identify icon D.

(1)

Identify ONE feature common to icons A, B and D.

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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(EC 2020)

FEB-MARCH 2017 NSC
QUESTION 4
4.1

Study the icons below and answer the questions that follow.

4.1.1

Identify icon A.

4.1.2

Icon A was given to the United States as a gift.

(2)

Name the country that gave this icon to the United States.

(2)

4.1.3

Give ONE reason why this gift was given to the United States.

(2)

4.1.4

Name the countries where icons B and C are located.

(4)

4.1.5

Icons B and C were both originally built for a particular purpose.
Give ONE reason why the following icons were built:
(a)

Icon B

(2)

(b)

Icon C

(2)

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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Read the extract below and answer the questions that follow.

4.2.1

(a)

Name the continent where the famous Black Forest is located.
(2)

(b)

Explain how the Black Forest got its name.

(2)

4.2.2

Identify TWO activities in the extract above that tourists can engage
in when they visit the Black Forest during winter.
(4)

4.2.3

Explain THREE ways in which the activities identified in
QUESTION 4.2.2 may impact positively on the tourism industry in
the Black Forest.

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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(EC 2020)

FEB-MARCH 2018 NSC
QUESTION 4
You came across an old photo album belonging to your grandmother
Study the six photographs (A–F) of a world tour in her album below and answer
the questions that follow.

4.1

Identify the icons and the countries in the photographs (A–E) that your
grandmother visited on her world tour.
Write down only the letter (A–E) and the name of the icon and country next
to the question number (4.1.1–4.1.5) in the ANSWER BOOK, for example J
Statue of Liberty – USA

4.2

4.2.1

(10)

Give the number of countries your grandmother visited on her 1962
tour.

(2)

4.2.2

Name the continent she did NOT visit.

(2)

4.2.3

Identify ONE country she visited in the Southern Hemisphere.

(2)

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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MAY-JUNE 2018 NSC
QUESTION 4
4.1

Refer to the clues below and complete the crossword puzzle.
Write only the answer next to the question numbers (4.1.1 to 4.1.6) in the
ANSWER BOOK, for example 4.1.7 Eiffel Tower.

(6 x 1) (6)

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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(EC 2020)

MAY-JUNE 2019 NSC
QUESTION 4
4.1

Study the icons below and answer the questions that follow.
Write only the question number and the answer in your ANSWER BOOK,
e.g. 4.1.6 Eiffel Tower.

4.1.1

4.2

Name the icon that is the official residence of the President of
Russia.

(1)

4.1.2

Name the city where icon C is located.

(1)

4.1.3

Name the continent where icon E is located.

(1)

4.1.4

Name the icon at F.

(1)

4.1.5

Name the country where icon G is located.

(1)

4.2.1

Name the cultural group associated with icon E.

(1)

4.2.2

Give ONE reason for the construction of the icon at F.

(2)

4.2.3

Explain ONE reason why the attraction at B cannot be regarded as
an icon representing the USA.

(2)

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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SEPT 2014 EC
QUESTION 4
4.1

Mr and Mrs Fitzpatrick from Dublin, Ireland are about to depart on their
dream holiday to the United Kingdom, France, Italy, Jordan and Egypt. A
visit to a world icon in each of the countries will be the highlight of their tour.
Study the pictures and the map of the world icons they will be visiting and
answer the questions.

4.1.1

Define the concept: “icon”.

4.1.2

Refer to the map and pictures:

4.1.3

(2)

(a)

Identify the icons labelled A, B and D.

(3 x 1) (3)

(b)

Name the cities or towns in which the icons labelled A, B and
D are located
(3 x 1)

(3)

Provide THREE interesting facts that could have influenced Mr and
Mrs Fitzpatrick to visit:
(a)

the icon in the city labelled C, located in Italy.

(3)

(b)

the world icon in the city labelled E, located in Egypt.

(3)

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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4.1.4

(EC 2020)

The icon labelled B in France is the most visited paid for tourist
attraction in the world. Since opening in1889 it has received
200 million visitors. In 2012 the total number of visitors recorded
was 7.1 million.
Study the graph below showing the reasons why tourists visited the
icon in 2012, shown as a percentage of the total attendance.

(a)

(b)

Using the graph, identify the percentage of the total
attendance that Mr and Mrs Fitzpatrick will form part of when
they visit this icon.

(1)

Discuss the significance of this icon’s visitor statistics for the
economy of France.
(3 x 1)

(3)

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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SEPT 2015 EC
QUESTION 4
4.1

Study the map of famous world icons in North and South America and
answer the questions.

4.1.1

4.1.2

Identify ONE icon on the map that represents an ancient
civilization. Write the letter and the name of the icon as your
answer.
(2 x 1)
(a)

(b)

4.1.3

(2)

Identify TWO icons on the map that represent natural
attractions. Write the letter and the name of each icon as your
answer.
(2 x 2)

(4)

Choose ONE of the icons that you identified in QUESTION
4.1.2 (a) and state why it is regarded as an icon.

(1)

After visiting the icon labelled F you post your experience on your
Facebook page. Provide your Facebook friends with the following
information about the icon labelled F:
(a)

State the name of the icon.

(1)

(b)

Name the city where the icon is located.

(1)

(c)

Explain why this attraction is regarded as an icon.

(d)

Give any TWO other interesting facts about the icon that
would encourage your friends to visit this attraction.
(2 x 1)

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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(2)
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4.1.4

(EC 2020)

A tourism icon displays one or more unique characteristics making
it world famous, for example displaying remarkable natural features
or a being a symbol of extraordinary human achievement.
Identify TWO unique characteristics displayed by the icon labelled
E that will distinguish it from other tourist attractions.
(2 x 1)

(2)

SEPT 2016 EC
QUESTION 4
4.1

Study the map of South East Asia and the Far East and answer the
questions that follow.

4.1.1

Refer to the map and identify icons A, B, C and D. Write the letter
and the official name of the icon.
(4 x 2)

(8)

4.1.2

Name the city where icon A is located.

(1)

4.1.3

Give ONE reason why icon C is regarded as a symbol of
extraordinary human achievement.

(2)

Explain why icon B will attract tourists interested in outdoor
activities that involve an element of risk taking.

(2)

Give ONE reason why icon D will attract tourists interested in
photography.

(2)

4.1.4

4.1.5

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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SEPT 2017 EC
QUESTION 4
4.1

Study the picture clues and the map of Europe and answer the questions
that follow.

4.1.1

Identify the icons labelled A, B, C and D.

4.1.2

Explain why the icon labelled A is one of Europe’s most popular
tourism regions.

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)

(4 x 2)

(8)

(2)
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4.1.3

(EC 2020)

Give ONE reason why tourists interested in history will visit the
icons labelled:
(a)

C and

(2)

(b)

D.

(2)

SEPT 2018 EC
QUESTION 4
4.1

Study the travel agency flyer and answer the questions that follow.

4.1.1

Give the official names of the icons illustrated on the flyer.

(7 x 1)

(7)

4.1.2

Identify the SIX countries to be visited during the advertised Penika
Travel Agency world tour.
(6 x 1)

(6)

4.1.3

Name the TWO towns/cities located in the same country that will be
visited during this tour.
(2 x 1) (2)

4.1.4

Discuss, in a paragraph, why certain attractions around the world
are regarded as world icons.
(3 x 1) (3)

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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SEPT 2019 EC
QUESTION 4
4.1

Study the world icon map and answer the questions that follow.

4.1.1

4.1.2

Give the official names of the icons labelled A, B, E, F, G and H.
(6 x 1)

(6)

Name the countries in which the icons labelled C and G are
located.
(2 x 1)

(2)

4.1.3

Name the cities, towns or areas in which the icons labelled E, F
and H are located.
(3 x 1) (3)

4.1.4

Give the official names of the icons labelled C and D where, when
visiting, tourists will be able to see the cathedrals.
(2 x 1)

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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CONTENT:

(EC 2020)

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE SUCCESS OF A TOURIST
ATTRACTION:

NOV 2014 NSC
QUESTION 4
4.2

Read the case study below and answer the questions that follow.

4.2.1

4.2.2

Name TWO factors in the case study that contributed to the
deterioration (becoming worse) of the Taj Mahal.
(a)

(b)

4.2.3

(4)

Explain ONE reason why UNESCO is involved in the problem
associated with the Taj Mahal.

(2)

Give TWO reasons why it is important for UNESCO to
conduct research on the cleaning products in their clean-up
programme.
(2 x 2)

(4)

The Taj Mahal is one of the Seven Wonders of the World. It is in
the best interest of the country that the Indian Tourism Authority
maintains the continued success of the Taj Mahal.
Advise the Indian Tourism Authority on ONE way that they can use
to sustain the success of the attraction.

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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Read the extract below, study the rock painting and answer the questions
that follow.

4.3.1

(a)

(b)

4.3.2

Identify the type of criminal activity performed on the rock
painting above.

(1)

State ONE solution to prevent this type of criminal activity
from happening in future.

(2)

A tourist has complained that the security guard at the rock-art site
demanded payment if anyone wanted to photograph the rock
paintings.
(a)

(b)

Discuss ONE reason why the security guard's conduct is
unethical.

(2)

Explain ONE way in which the manager will address the
above issue as part of his management plan to ensure the
continued success of the attraction.

(2)

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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(EC 2020)

NOV 2015 NSC
QUESTION 4
4.3

Read the report below and answer the questions that follow.

4.3.1

Name ONE unique feature about the location of this icon.

(2)

4.3.2

Explain ONE way in which the province of Ontario benefits from
cross-border visits to this icon.

(2)

Discuss whether seasonality would have an impact on the
occupancy rate (bed nights) of accommodation establishments in
Ontario, Canada.

(2)

4.3.3

4.4

The following article on the Victoria & Alfred Waterfront appears on the
Western Cape Tourism website. Study the article and answer the questions
that follow.

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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4.4.2
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Give ONE example from the article to support the V&A Waterfront's
sustainable and responsible management plans.

(2)

State TWO ways in which uploading this information on the
Western Cape Tourism webpage contributes to the success of the
V&A Waterfront as a tourist attraction.

(4)

NOV 2016 NSC
QUESTION 4
4.3

Read the case study below and answer the questions that follow.

4.3.1

4.3.2

4.3.3

The visitor centre at the Cradle of Humankind could be regarded as
a successful tourist attraction on Heritage Day 2015.
Do you agree with this statement? Motivate your answer.

(2)

Explain how Maropeng's preferential (favoured) employment policy
affects the local community.

(2)

Discuss ONE strength and ONE weakness of universal access at
Maropeng.

(4)

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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NOV 2017 NSC
QUESTION 4
4.2

Read the information below and answer the questions that follow.

4.2.1

4.2.2

4.2.3

Give ONE reason why the French authorities want to replace the
existing metal barriers at the Eiffel Tower with bulletproof glass
walls.

(2)

Predict what could happen if management relaxes the existing
safety measures at the Tower.

(2)

Identify ONE other criterion that will ensure the continued success
of the icon, apart from ensuring safety at the Eiffel Tower.

(2)

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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NOV 2018 NSC
QUESTION 4
4.2

Study the information below and answer the questions that follow.

4.2.1

Identify the icon in this article.

(1)

4.2.2

Name ONE other icon located in Australia.

(1)

4.2.3

Do you think the icon named in QUESTION 4.2.1 is a successful
tourist attraction?
Give ONE reason for your answer.

4.2.4

(a)

(b)

(2)

Give TWO reasons why the Aborigines are unhappy with the
current situation regarding this icon.

(4)

Recommend ONE way in which the Australian authorities can
address EACH of the reasons given in QUESTION 4.2.4(a).

(4)

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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(EC 2020)

FEB-MARCH 2015 NSC
QUESTION 4
4.2

Study the fact sheet and bar graph below and answer the questions that
follow.
(a)

4.2.1

The Grand Canyon attracts millions of tourists annually.
Give TWO reasons why the Grand Canyon is so popular.

4.2.2

(2)

From the above graph, a decline is noted in the number of visitors
to the Statue of Liberty in 2011.
Refer to the fact sheet and give ONE reason for this decline.

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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Study the cartoon and the dialogue below and answer the questions
that follow.

31

The message above portrays a threat to Mount Everest as a tourist
attraction.
It is clear that Tim and Tian are disappointed about the litter found on the
hiking trail. If the authorities do not act responsibly towards the
environment, tourism to this attraction is likely to fail.
Write a paragraph suggesting FIVE ways in which this environmental
problem can be addressed.
(5 x 2)

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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4.4

(EC 2020)

Read the case study below and answer the questions that follow.

Refer to the case study and identify ONE example of how the theme park
can consider each of the following factors:
4.4.1

Marketing of the attraction

(2)

4.4.2

Creating positive experience for visitors to the attraction

(2)

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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FEB-MARCH 2016 NSC
QUESTION 4
4.2

4.3

4.2.1

Give TWO reasons why cultural tourists will visit Machu Picchu.

(4)

4.2.2

Give ONE reason why the authorities of Machu Picchu are limiting
visitor numbers.

(2)

Study the picture below and answer the questions that follow.

4.3.1

4.3.2

Name the European country most famous for bullfights as
illustrated in the picture above.

(1)

Many tourists enjoy watching bullfighting, whilst others are opposed
to this activity.
In a paragraph, give TWO arguments in favour of OR TWO
arguments against this activity for tourists' entertainment.

COMPILED BY E FERREIRA (SES: SERVICES SUBJECTS NMB DISTIRICT)
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(EC 2020)

MAY-JUNE 2018 NSC
QUESTION 4
4.2

Read the article below and answer the questions that follow.

4.2.1

Name the ancient cultural group associated with Machu Picchu.

(1)

4.2.2

Name the continent where Machu Picchu is located.

(1)

4.2.3

Explain why this icon was built.

(2)

4.2.4

This icon was discovered high up in the Peruvian mountains.

4.2.5

4.2.6

Discuss ONE reason why this cultural group would have chosen to
live so high up in the mountains.

(2)

Identify TWO ways in the article in which the Peruvian government
is trying to revive the importance of this icon.

(4)

In a paragraph, explain the disagreement surrounding the artefacts
of Machu Picchu.
Your paragraph should focus on the following:
•
•

A discussion on the disagreement between Yale and Peru
surrounding the icon.
(2 x 2)
ONE argument in favour of Peru's point of view.
(2)

NOTE:

ONE mark will be awarded for paragraph format
containing complete, well-constructed sentences without
bullets or numbers.
(1)
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QUESTION 4
4.3

Read the information on the icon Petra and answer the questions that
follow.
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4.3.1

Name the country where the icon Petra is located.

(1)

4.3.2

Give ONE reason why Petra is referred to as The Lost City.

(2)

4.3.3

You are writing a blog (electronic article done on the internet) for a
travel company.
Discuss the success of Petra as a tourist attraction. Include the
following in your blog.
•
•
•
•
•

ONE trend regarding the visitor numbers to Petra
ONE characteristic of Petra
ONE positive impact of Petra being a popular place for filming
ONE threat to Petra
TWO ways in which the threat identified above is dealt with by
the authorities in the country
(2 x 2)
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SEPT 2014 EC
QUESTION 4
4.2

Study the extract and answer the questions.

TripAdvisor.com is a travel website that assists customers in gathering
travel information, posting reviews and opinions of travel-related content
and engaging in interactive travel forums.
Customer review on Gold Reef City Theme Park:

“Fun, yet disappointing attraction!”
Reviewed August 28, 2012
I had been looking forward to visiting Gold Reef City, as I love theme parks.
I cannot deny that the rides were fun, but the overall experience was
somewhat disappointing.
The place is not very well maintained, a lot of the rides were closed for
maintenance. The operating rides are not in excellent condition, the colours
are fading, some were surrounded by what was supposed to be like rivers
or small lakes, but in truth were patches of stagnant disgusting waters ...
Tellers taking our money should smile and be pleasant to the guests,
occasionally!! All the food outlets give shocking service (1 hour to order,
drink and pay for a coffee) and the quality of the food is well below par.
Generally Gold Reef City needs a GOOD clean up, litter being everywhere.
A final comment, look after your valuables …
The place has a lot of potential, if properly looked-after.
[Source: www.tripadvisor.com]
Excellent marketing of tourism products locally and/or internationally as well
as considering the needs of people with disabilities are but two factors that
contribute to the success of a tourist attraction.
The negative customer review in the extract could lead to a loss of visitors
for Gold Reef City.
Deduce THREE additional factors, from the extract, that the management of
Gold Reef City should address to ensure the future success of Gold Reef
City as a tourist attraction.
(3 x 2) (6)
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SEPT 2015 EC
QUESTION 4
4.1

Study the map of famous world icons in North and South America and
answer the questions.

4.1.5

Refer to the icon labelled D, read the extract and answer the
questions.

STATUE OF LIBERTY IS NOW OFFICIALLY UNIVERSAL ACCESSIBLE
Good news for the accessible tourism sector! Coinciding with the
monument’s 126th birthday, the iconic crown of the Statue of Liberty will
reopen on October 28, 2012, after being closed for a year for renovations to
make the monument more accessible.
The renovations include 39 new stairs. What used to be only 354 stairs
from base to crown is now 393 stairs, but they are now much safer and less
steep. The introduction of an elevator will make the tourist attraction more
accessible. For the first time, tourists in wheelchairs will be able to access
the lower observation deck in the pedestal.
The Statue of Liberty remains one of the most famous landmarks in the
world with between 3 and 4 million tourist visits annually.
[Source adapted from: http://subhashvashishth.blogspot.com]
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(a)

State the city where the icon labelled D is located.

(1)

(b)

Suggest TWO other types of visitors with access needs who
will benefit from the physical renovations introduced by the
management of the Statue of Liberty.
(2 x 1)

(2)

Discuss universal access as an important factor in ensuring
the success of a tourist attraction.
(2 x 1)

(2)

(c)

(d)

In addition to improved facilities, management of the Statue of
Liberty need to pay attention to their service provision.
Suggest any TWO measures that the Statue of Liberty’s
Visitor Information Centre could introduce to create a more
positive experience for visitors.
(2 x 2) (4)

SEPT 2016 EC
QUESTION 4
4.2

Read the extract below and answer the questions that follow.
Petra in Jordan is a UNESCO World Heritage Site that attracts hundreds of
thousands of visitors each year. Despite the income generated from these
visitors, the management were concerned about three issues that could
impact on the future success of Petra. The identified issues were; the
damage to Petra’s archaeological heritage and monuments by people and
working animals, the conditions and welfare of working animals used to
transport tourists to and from the site and the welfare of children who are
expected to sell souvenirs and donkey rides at the expense of their
education.
In October 2014 the “Care for Petra” Campaign was launched targeting
tourists and the tourism industry to address these issues. The campaign
makes use of an animated education film shown to visitors entering the site
as well as leaflets, posters and banners.
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4.2.1

4.2.2

4.2.3

(EC 2020)

Quote from the extract to prove that the management of Petra has
identified the social wellbeing of the local community as an issue
that needs to be addressed.

(2)

Advise the tourism operators at Petra on ONE way in which they
can act in a responsible manner to promote the welfare of animals
when transporting tourists.

(2)

You are a visitor at Petra.
Explain THREE ways in which the “Care for Petra” campaign will
influence your behaviour and actions to make the right choices to
protect Petra for future generations.
(3 x 2)

4.3

Study the information from the Ratanga Junction website and answer the
questions.
Ratanga Junction, a popular theme
park in South Africa and a major
tourist attraction, is located 13km
from Cape Town. Rides range from
Kids to Family Rides and Thrill Rides
for the more adventurous. Other
attractions are designed to entertain
children and families. Rides may be
closed temporarily during electrical
storms, rain or high winds but are reopened as soon as safe operations
can be assured. No refunds are
issued due to bad weather.

Ratanga Junction offers
incredible discounts
and benefits for groups
of 20 or more people
who book and pre-pay
for their visit.

Ratanga Membership
Club benefits include:
•A free rider ticket on
your birthday
•Discounts
•Frequent visitor
benefits
•Win cash, prizes in our
Club Member
competitions and
MUCH MORE!
[Adapted from: www.ratanga.co.za]
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Identify ONE threat that could have an impact on the growth of
visitor numbers at Ratanga Junction.

(1)

Describe ONE strategy that the management of Ratanga Junction
uses to encourage repeat visits.
Suggest ONE improvement that the management could introduce
to increase the amount visitors spend at Ratanga Junction.

SEPT 2017 EC
QUESTION 4
4.2

Study the information on uShaka Marine World and answer the questions
that follow.
Two years ago, uShaka Marine World was in trouble, its former CEO
arrested for fraud. Now, it seems to be powering ahead, clocking up an
income of R210m in 2015 and remaining profitable.
MANDELA DAY 2016
In memory of Madiba’s life and
legacy, uShaka Marine World set
aside a full day of treats, gifts and
Wet ’n Wild fun for 21 children aged
between 12 and 21, who currently
live on the streets.

USHAKA RIDES WAVES OF
SUCCESS
uShaka Marine World has been
awarded the “Top Choice 2015”
award by an Asian tourism
information website. Lianorg Tourist
Information Network offers travel
information to tourists. Its
subscribers include tourists from
China, Japan, Korea, Mongolia, and
other Asian countries.
2014 – 2015 highlights
• 681 072 visitors
• 537 learners introduced to
marine biology through career
courses
• 120 trees planted at schools
during Arbor Week
• 700 hours spent on animal
rehabilitation

KIDDIES RANGE
Kids get ready to make a splash in
uShaka's ocean-inspired clothing
range. From children's T-shirts,
caps, swimsuits and shorts to
backpacks, it's all fun and trendy!

CEO Stella Khumalo
“We continually upgrade ageing
infrastructure and introduce new and
exciting attractions periodically.”

1072 hours dedicated to health and
safety training
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4.2.1

(a)

(b)

4.2.2

4.2.3

4.2.4

(EC 2020)

Identify ONE example of unethical behaviour that has taken
place at uShaka Marine World.

(1)

Suggest ONE action that could have been taken by uShaka
Marine World to deal with the unethical behaviour identified in
QUESTION 4.2.1 (a) in order to minimise its impact on the
attraction.

(2)

Give ONE example from the extract to support uShaka Marine
World’s:
(a)

environmental management strategy

(2)

(b)

marketing strategy

(2)

Explain how the “Top Choice 2015” award will assist the
management of uShaka Marine World to exceed their expected
income target.

(2)

Suggest THREE ways in which CEO Stella Khumalo’s statement
will create long term benefits for uShaka Marine World.
(3 x 2)

(6)
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SEPT 2018 EC
QUESTION 4
4.2

Study the information below and answer the questions that follow.

Explain how the Table Mountain Arial Cable Company ensured the
continued success of the attraction during the period 2016 to 2017
regarding:
4.2.1

Sustainable and responsible management plans

(2 x 2)

4.2.2

Positive experience of visitors

(2 x 2) (4)
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SEPT 2019 EC
QUESTION 4
4.2

Study the information brochure and answer the questions that follow.

4.2.1

4.2.2

Give ONE example from the brochure to highlight Shambala
Private Game Reserve’s sustainable and responsible management
plans.

(2)

Write a paragraph in which you demonstrate how the provision of a
positive visitor experience has contributed to Shambala receiving
numerous World Travel Awards.
(4 x 2)

(8)
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